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Gold futures finished higher on Friday, underpinned
on two fronts by safe-haven buying related to
heightened stock market volatility and weaker-than-
expected U.S inflation data. The safe-haven buying is
being fueled by weakening stock prices. This could
be a short-term contributor to the rally because it will
likely end when the stock market turns around.
However, the reaction to the weak inflation data has
the potential to develop into something a little more
long-term because it may force the U.S Federal
Reserve to slow the pace of its interest rate hikes.
This would put pressure on the U.S Dollar and this
could make dollar-denominated gold a more attractive
asset. The trend was reaffirmed on Friday when buyers
took out the last main top at $1244.70. If buyers can
extend the rally over $1244.70 then the next target is
$ 1 2 7 8 . 2 0 ,  f o l l o w e d  b y  $ 1 3 2 5 . 4 0 .
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        Gold prices held steady in a narrow range today as worries over U.S corporate
earnings and a slowdown in global economic growth weighed on Asian shares.
Gold prices are still below where their fundamentals justify, especially if the
current shift in risk appetite is sustained.

     Gold has clawed back to around $1,235 an ounce as sharp falls on global
stock markets in recent weeks revived interest in bullion as a safe place to
park assets.

           Appetite for gold from exchange-traded funds backed by the metal is recovering
after their holdings dropped almost 10 percent, or 5.4 million ounces, between
mid-May and early October.

      However, bullishness must be offset by the strength of the US economy and
the dollar, which rose even as equities plummeted, and several more U.S
interest rate rises still to come, predicting gold prices would fall next year.

    Spot gold will average $1,273 an ounce in 2018 and $1,300 in 2019. That
compares with predictions in a similar poll three months ago of $1,301 for this
year and $1,325 for next year.

      Gold has suffered a torrid few months, with prices falling from a high of $1,366.07
in January to as low as $1,159.96 in August as a strengthening US dollar made
gold pricier for buyers with other currencies and rising stock markets and US
interest rates offered better returns.

    There are two camps diverging around the likely performance of the stock
market, particularly in the short-term which is creating a push and pull for the
gold market where it seen some interest return on the back of those losses.

 The yellow metal has declined nearly 10% from
its April peak after investors preferred the dollar

 The dollar today held firm against a basket of its
key rivals

 Gold prices have gained more than 6 percent
after declining to $1,159.96 an ounce in mid-
August, the lowest since January 2017

 Spot gold faces a strong resistance at $1,238 per
ounce and it may either hover below this level

 Hedge funds and money managers cut their net
short position in Comex gold by 10,473 contracts
to 26,899 contracts
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     Oil prices dipped today amid cautious sentiment as a plunge in financial
markets last week and dollar strength early this week underscored concerns
that growth may be slowing, especially in Asia’s emerging economies.

 Front-month Brent crude oil futures were trading down 39 cents, or 0.5
percent, at $77.23 a barrel. U.S West Texas Intermediate crude futures were
at $67.31 a barrel, down 28 cents, or 0.4 percent, from their last settlement.

         Investors remained wary after hefty losses last week, while a stronger dollar
on safe-haven buying puts pressure on the purchasing power of emerging
markets. Cooling economic conditions and symptoms of softer internationaltrade have exacerbated bearish conditions as (the) growth outlook dims.

        Financial market turmoil may “weigh on investment and consumer spending,
reducing trade flows and ultimately hitting demand. Hedge funds slashed
their bullish wagers on U.S crude in the latest week to the lowest level in
more than a year, the U.S Commodity Futures Trading Commission said.

 The speculator group cut its combined futures and options position in New York
and London by 42,644 contracts to 216,733 in the week to Oct. 23, the lowest level
since September 2017.

     On the supply side, however, oil markets remain tense ahead of looming U.S
sanctions against Iran’s crude exports, which are set to start next week and are
expected to tighten supply, especially to Asia which takes most of Iran’s shipments.

      The tight market in Asia is visible in the low amount of unsold crude oil stored on
tankers on waters around Singapore and southern Malaysia, the region’s main oil
trading and storage hub.

There is no trigger point for a move in either direction.
There is support and resistance, however. On the
upside, the first target level is $68.54. Overcoming this
level will indicate the buying is getting stronger. The
next target is a 50% level at $70.10. On the downside,
the first target level is $65.45. The daily chart opens
up to the downside under this level with a main bottom
at $63.48 and a Fibonacci level at $62.79 the next
downside targets. U.S West Texas Intermediate crude
oil futures are inching higher. The market is being
underpinned by expectations that sanctions against
Iran would tighten supplies. However, the buying is
tentative due to fear of heightened volatility in the stock
market and concerns about the lingering trade dispute
between the United States and China and its potential
impact on future demand. December WTI crude oil is
trading $67.75, up $0.15 or +0.22%.

 U.S crude oil production has increased by almost a
third since mid-2016 to around 11 million bpd

 Hedge funds slashed their bullish wagers on U.S
crude in the latest week to the lowest level

 Crude oil trade is state-controlled in Iran. Earlier,
private refining companies could only buy crude oil
for exports of oil products

 Out of 1 million barrels offered on the energy
bourse, 280,000 barrels were sold at $74.85 per
barrel

 Iran said in July it would start oil sales to private firms
as part of its efforts to keep exporting oil
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 Silver transfers of 218 million ounces daily were down from 225.4 million inthe same month of 2017. Higher interest rates hurt gold because they pushup bond yields, denting the appeal of non-yielding bullion, and tend to boostthe greenback.
 The volume of silver ounces transferred in September increased by 20.6%month-on-month to 218 million, with the value transferred up by 14.6% at

$3.11 billion. There were 817 transfers in September, which was 9.1% lowerthan the prior month, the LBMA said. Clearers settled on average 266,990ounces per transfer, 32.6% higher.
 The LBMA reported that the average gold/silver price ratio in September hit arecord high of 84, up from 80.1 in August. The ratio measures how many ouncesof silver it takes to buy an ounce of gold, with a larger number meaning outperformanceby gold prices, and vice-versa.
 The daily value transferred was marginally lower by 0.6% to $22.6 billion, accordingto the LBMA. There were 2,662 transfers in September, 8.4% lower than August,with the clearers settling on average 7,091 ounces per transfer, which was 8.7%higher than the prior month.
 The silver volume increased, the organization reported Friday. The LBMAreleases clearing statistics each month showing the net volume of gold and

silver transferred between accounts of members, essentially providing asnapshot of the amount of trading activity.
 The LBMA releases clearing statistics each month showing the net volume of goldand silver transferred between accounts of members, essentially providing a snapshotof the amount of trading activity.

Silver markets continue to go sideways after breaking
through a major downtrend line in what has been a
brutal selloff over the last couple of months. At this
point, if it break above the $15 level, then market is
free to go higher. Silver markets will continue to be
volatile, as the US dollar has strengthened, but at the
same time there has been a huge “risk off” move
globally as well, as the precious metals markets offer
a bit of safety overall. These conflicting pressures
continue to make this market sideways in the short
term. Silver markets are very sideways at the moment,
but there is a bit of a “beach ball underneath the water
effect” in the market, meaning that eventually once it
break out to the upside, the market will pop out of the
water just as a beach ball will if you hold it down to
long. If it break down below the $14 level, the market
then goes down to the $12 level after.

 Silver prices were up 0.1 percent at $14.62 per
ounce

 Silver has fallen faster than gold this year and is
now trading around $14.60 an ounce

 Silver is expected to regain some ground, despite
the potential for trade disputes and slower
economic growth to depress demand

 The current silver contract on the “NYMEX” closed
at $14.56 an ounce, down 5 cents

 The gold/silver ratio, or the number of silver
ounces needed to buy an ounce of gold, rose to
a 23-year high of 85 in September
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